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the film's soundtrack and score were composed by ilaiyaraaja, who had been working on the soundtrack since thecompletion of his previous film, enthiranin early 2007. ilaiyaraaja was initially reluctant to work on the film, but agreed to compose the music after rajinikanth promised to make his work a great

success.[76]the soundtrack contains seven songs, all composed and written by ilaiyaraaja.[77] for the soundtrack, ilaiyaraaja made use of the same team of musicians he used in the previous film, enthiran. the instruments he used were violin, harmonium, tambourine, tabla, dholak, mridangam, flute, shehnai and
congas. ilaiyaraaja stated that the number of instruments used for the soundtrack was very small, but this number made it sound very heavy.[78] the song "thaadi entha thirudathe" was written by vairamuthu and sung by m. g. sreekumar and shweta mohan. when ilaiyaraaja was composing the song, he mentioned
to vairamuthu that the lyrics are about a man and a woman. vairamuthu then came with the alternate lyrics, "thaada entha thirudaathe". ilaiyaraaja was impressed with vairamuthu's proposal and accepted it, and said that the song was one of the best he had composed in his career.[79] for the song "thaadhe entha
thirudaathe", ilaiyaraaja used a guitar with an e major string, a mridangam, two mukhapakadas, a harmonium and a double bass for the first part and a violin, harmonium and a tabla for the second part.[80] the song "nee thanthaan" was composed by ilaiyaraaja himself. the song was written by sirivennela sitarama

murthy, and the lyrics were penned by ramesh ramanathan. the song is sung by the duo ranjith and swanthar. it is an upbeat number which expresses the concept of youth.[81]
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sankar, who had reportedly consumed alcohol before the shooting, fell asleep on the set during the recording of a song. the camera operator woke him up, and the director was held up for a day.[50]shankar's father, sankarkumar, who was also on the set, was heard scolding his son. sankarkumar told him that he
should not have drank alcohol before the recording of the song.[50]shankar was forced to give up the alcohol for the rest of the film.[50] the climax of the film was shot at chennai and abu dhabi. it was choreographed by mahesh, who had previously choreographed the climax of shankar'sbabuji(1992).[51]the song,
vaaji vaaji, was choreographed byadi parameswaran. the song, which was composed by a. r. rahman, was choreographed by himself.[52]shankar took two months to learn the dance steps for the song.[53] emerson sends a hit squad to kill sivaji and replace him with an imposter who won't speak the truth about the
illegal money transactions. they first kill thenmozhi, and then they kidnap sivaji's real son from a court-mandated custody arrangement. sivaji manages to escape from emerson's custody and comes to know that thenmozhi is dead. he holds a press conference to reveal the truth. he then heads to a hospital to visit a
girl called latha. the doctor there reveals that latha is also dead.[53]sivaji believes that emerson killed her to prevent latha from talking. sivaji finds out that emerson murdered latha by giving her an injection for liver disease. sivaji then gets latha's body surgically fixed, and he then agrees to meet emerson at a pre-
arranged location. the theatre where the meeting is to take place is surrounded by cbi and income tax officers. in the ensuing gun battle, sivaji kills emerson and escapes. sivaji is then arrested by cbi and income tax officers. thenmozhi's father, a tamil scholar, identifies sivaji and convinces the court to release him

on bail. shankar proposes that sivaji have a documentary titledsivaji: the bossas his next project. the film's first look and trailer were unveiled on 9 september 2006 at a tamil film event.[54][55][56][57][58] 5ec8ef588b
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